Committee addresses concerns about fee increases in Poly Plan

By Rebecca Smith
Daily Staff Writer
Many questions remain about the Cal Poly Poly — but the university is trying to find answers.

On Thursday, the plan's steering committee reviewed a page from "Poly Plan — Emerging Principles." The page outlines the plan, set to be submitted to California State University (CSU) Chancellor Barry Munitz Dec. 15.

The page attempted to answer some lingering questions, such as how much the Cal Poly Plan fee increase will be and what the funds will be spent on.

The outline proposes a $150 to $500 fee increase — which would be in addition to a 10-percent fee hike proposed by the CSU to balance the state budget.

To help offset the possible system-wide fee increase, Cal Poly will charge 10 percent less than whatever final amount is established, said Budget Director Rick Ramirez.

To assist students in footing the bill, the plan's outline proposes that a third of the fee increase will be directed toward financial aid, Ramirez said.

The fee could be imposed all at once, or phased in over three to five years.

With any fee increase, students need to see their money at work, said Tony Torres, ASI board chair.

"I would argue for the higher end of the increase," Torres said.

Students have been paying higher fees for years, he said, without seeing any benefits.

"Let's change that quickly," Torres said.

If fees increase slightly, Poly will not be expected to make as many changes as if there were a substantial increase, said English professor John Hamowy.

But students may not see immediate results.

It could take a year to hire faculty to teach additional courses, as proposed in the plan's outline, said Harvey Greenwald, Academic Senate chair and math professor.

The fee increase should occur gradually, he said, so that some of the money from the first phase of the increase could be put aside for hiring more faculty.

"Because of the way the hiring process works," Greenwald said, it takes almost a year to achieve an acceptable applicant pool in accordance with the university's affirmative action standards.

"It would take 22 new faculty members to increase student's course load by 1 1/2," said Linda Dalton, interim associate vice president for academic resources.

Increasing access to classes, she said, decreases the time it takes students to get their degree by 7 percent.

There are still some unanswered questions, said Interim Vice President Paul Zinga, and nothing is written in stone at this time.

Survey data, not yet released, will prioritize how initial investments are made, Dalton said.

In other business, the plan's steering committee formed a group responsible for creating a five- to 10 minute video about the plan to be circulated during winter break at students' club meetings.

Cal Poly trails national average in number of women on the faculty

By Donna Nolte
Daily Staff Writer
Cal Poly employs fewer female faculty members than any other campus in the CSU system, according to a National Education Association study.

On a national average, 30 percent of college level teachers are women. At Cal Poly, the figure is about half the average at 16 percent — and some Poly professors have claimed they have been discriminated against because they are women.

Cal Poly's problems with alleged gender discrimination began in 1981, when Adelaide Harwom-Elliot was a gender discrimination suit against Cal Poly.

And complaints by Laura Freberg, psychology professor, and Alexis Olds, an assistant professor in the speech communications department, were both filed in June with the Department of Fair Employment and Housing (DFEH). Both women accused the College of Liberal Arts of gender discrimination.

According to California Faculty Association spokesman Gary Epstein, a member of the CFA's grievance committee for 15 years, most of the committee's grievances from Cal Poly come from the College of Liberal Arts.

Freberg's complaint go to a peer review committee today for recommendation to Baker.

Raymond Zeuschner, chair of the speech communications department, denied Olds' claim that there is gender discrimination within his department.

"I can't recall (a time when) race, sex, marital status or age has ever entered into our discussion," he said. "Safeguards are built into the system so bias doesn't become a factor in decisions."

Of the three women and seven men in the speech department, only one woman and five men have full professorships.

Zeuschner noted that expectations for promotion and tenure have increased recently.

"They aren't what they were 20 or even 10 years ago," he said.

But Olds said she met the promotion and tenure expectations.

"I won't be driven out. I was born and raised here; I've taught here and in England, gone to school all over the country — this is my home."

Alexis Olds
Speech communication professor

Olds, who has been teaching at Cal Poly for six years, noted that initially her evaluations were good.

But in a routine fourth year review — although her department voted 4-1 to retain her — she was terminated. Olds said.

Zeuschner told her that "she didn't fit," according to Olds.

CFA peer review members heard her case — and she was then reinstated by Baker.

But according to Olds, tensions within the department were so high, she took a year off to teach at a university in Michigan. She said when she returned to her duties at Cal Poly in the summer of 1994, she received outstanding evaluations from her students.

College of Liberal Arts interim dean Harry Sharp said he had not been notified about Old's action with DFEH but denied knowledge of any gender bias.

Despite problems with her department, Olds said she wants to stay at Cal Poly.

"I won't be driven out," she said. "I was born and raised here; I've taught here and in England, gone to school all over the country — this is my home."

Freshman guard Quincy Turner, from Texas, brings his basketball talent to Cal Poly and helps the Mustangs win Saturday night's game against Race Express by scoring 17 points / Daily photo by Dawn Kalmar

Showboatin'

SPORTS

Men's soccer ends in defeat, football ends with a bang, and men's basketball starts with flair.

See page 8

The Cal Poly Plan has Max Monos in an uproar about student fees and wasteful spending.

See page 4
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The Cal Poly Plan has Max Monos in an uproar about student fees and wasteful spending.
The College of Liberal Arts forum to discuss the Poly-Cuesta College time-only workshop on the prerequisite coursework for students interested in nursing. The workshop is being held in the Cuesta College Humanities Building, room 6305 at 7 p.m.

Today
Cuesta College nursing and counseling departments are having a one-time-only workshop on the prerequisite coursework for students interested in nursing. The workshop is being held in the Cuesta College Humanities Building, room 6305 at 7 p.m.

Upcoming
The South Bay Community Center is having a Holiday House, featuring fantastic arts and crafts celebrating the holiday season. The venue are due Tuesday, and the savings in electrical costs mean that payback will occur in 2.7 years, Johnson said. The construction of the new substation is essential to other campus improvements, he said, such as the Utilidor project, which will improve all campus utilities systems, is designed to accomodate the higher voltage of the new substation. Johnson said. Thus, the construction of the new substation must be completed before the Utilidor project begins. The substation will be designed and built by the same companies involved with the Utilidor project, Johnson said.

along with the new substation, Cal Poly will implement several energy conservation measures.

Electric substation will cut costs
By Angela Lauriente Daily World Staff

Cal Poly’s electric bill might go down in the future — by about $8 million. With the construction of a new energy substation and the implementation of several energy conservation measures, Cal Poly’s utility bills will decrease significantly, said Ed Johnson, director of facilities planning.

The campus needs a new substation because campus electricity use has increased and the present substation cannot handle it, Johnson said.

With the new substation, said. Cal Poly will operate on a transmission rate, which means a higher voltage will be sent into campus. The new substation can handle 12 kilovolts of electricity.

The use of the higher voltage will save Cal Poly about $50,000 per month in electrical costs, Johnson said.

The substation will cost $1.5 million dollars to construct, but the savings in electrical costs mean that payback will occur in 2.7 years, Johnson said. The construction of the new substation is essential to other campus improvements, he said, such as the Utilidor project, which will improve all campus utilities systems, is designed to accomodate the higher voltage of the new substation. Johnson said. Thus, the construction of the new substation must be completed before the Utilidor project begins. The substation will be designed and built by the same companies involved with the Utilidor project, Johnson said.

"We want to make sure there is no lack of communication between the projects," he said.

The new substation can be designed and built in one year and will be located next to the existing one on Poly Canyon Road, Johnson said.

Along with the new substation, Cal Poly plans to implement several energy conservation measures.

Will bombing trial be held in Oklahoma?
By Paul Querry Special to the Tribune

OKLAHOMA CITY — The biggest battle yet in the case against bombing suspects Timothy McVeigh and Terry Nichols — whether to hold the trial in Oklahoma — gets under way today, and the paperwork is expected to be massive.

By weight, it will probably be the heaviest motion ever filed, said Richard Burr, one of McVeigh’s defense team. The filing from Nichols’ team is not expected to be as large, but was described as “hefty.”

Although the actual motions have been limited to 50 pages for each defendant, requests of supporting exhibits are expected. McVeigh’s attorneys plan to offer tear sheets of thousands of newspaper stories published in The Daily Oklahoman, the Tulsa World and The Lawton Constitution, involving exhibits are expected. McVeigh’s attorneys plan to offer tear sheets of thousands of newspaper stories published in The Daily Oklahoman, the Tulsa World and The Lawton Constitution, involving 500,000 newspapers, they say.

McVeigh’s attorneys plan to offer tear sheets of thousands of newspaper stories published in The Daily Oklahoman, the Tulsa World and The Lawton Constitution, involving 500,000 newspapers, they say.

Defense counts put the number of bombing-related stories published in most newspapers outside Oklahoma at less than 500. Meanwhile, thousands of stories have run in Oklahoma newspapers, they say.

Mullins disagrees with those who speculate that Judge Alley’s prescriptive move to Lawton would not have been persuasive in Oklahoma, but questioned the value of moving the trial.

“I think it would be difficult to find a place in America that hadn’t had quite a bit of exposure to the case,” Mullins said.

Defense counts put the number of bombing-related stories published in most newspapers outside Oklahoma at less than 500.

Mullins conceded that media coverage of the bombing has run in Oklahoma newspapers, they say.

Mullins disagrees with those who speculate that Judge Alley’s prescriptive move to Lawton would not have been persuasive in Oklahoma, but questioned the value of moving the trial.

“I think Judge Alley will fairly review any evidence presented to him,” Mullins said. “But I believe that his cautiousness does not bluff some of the arguments against Oklahoma City’s bias.”

Tigar has attacked the problem by asking the 10th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals to move the trial to Charleston, W.Va., and San Francisco.

Prosecutors want the trial held in Oklahoma so that survivors and the dead can attend. Mullins disagrees with those who speculate that Judge Alley’s prescriptive move to Lawton would not have been persuasive in Oklahoma, but questioned the value of moving the trial.
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Mullins conceded that media coverage of the bombing has run in Oklahoma newspapers, they say.
Peace in Bosnia? Peace talks indicate a settlement is near

By Barry Swerdlow

DAYTON, Ohio — Bosnia peace talks moved toward a win­
dow Sunday with indications that spirited American media­
tion would produce an agreement to settle a 43-month war in
which an estimated quarter-mil­
ion people have perished.

As Secretary of State Warren
Christopher tried to resolve
remaining differences with
Balkan leaders, U.S. officials said at least four key issues had
been settled and were in a draft
agreement being prepared for in­
itializing at a ceremony Monday.

"Clearly, we are approaching
the end," Nicholas Burns, the
State Department spokesman,
said. Cautiously, he told
reporters "it could be an initial­
ning ceremony or it could be a
press conference that marks the
end of these peace talks without
an agreement."

If there is an accord, Presi­
dent Clinton is pledged to con­
tribute some 20,000 U.S. troops
to help enforce it. The House
voted Friday to deny the ad­
ministration the funds for
deployment. House Speaker
Newt Gingrich said Sunday "the
President has done almost noth­
ing to explain to the American
government why his Bosnia policy
makes sense."

The agreement would set up
two ethnic republics in the
former Yugoslav republic, one
controlled jointly by Muslims
and Croats, the other by Serbs.
The central government would
be in charge of foreign affairs
and little else.

There would be a collective
predisency and the United States
would help arm and train the
Bosnian army, U.S. officials told
The Associated Press.

A draft agreement provides
also for a separation of rival ar­
 mies with a demilitarized zone
four kilometers wide and for the
Bosnian Serbs to retain control
of Srebenica and Zepa, Muslim
eclaves they overran even
though the United Nations had
designated the zones to be safe
havens.

Last week, the U.N. war
crimes tribunal indicted Radovan
Karadzic and Ratko Mladic, the
Bosnian Serbs' political and
military leaders, as being in con­
traband of killing squads that mur­
dered thousands of Muslim
civilians in Srebrenica after it
fell in July.

Chief prosecutor Richard
Goldstone urged the settlement
require the parties to turn them
in for trial along with some 50
other war crimes suspects. Burns
has said the United States was
insisting on cooperation with the
tribunal, but he has declined to
say how specific the provision in
the accord may be.

The Muslims would retain
Gorazde, another enclave that
was on the verge of a Serb
takeover before NATO air strikes
prompted a cease-fire Oct. 5. The
officials said The Associated
Press on condition of anonymity.

The draft also provides for the
new Bosnian union to have
separate military forces con­
trolled by Serbs on one side and
the Muslim-Croat coalition on
the other. There would be two
similar police forces, as well.

It was not clear, though, how
command of these diverse units
would be integrated in a central
government.

Balkan sources said, mean­
while, the Croatsians had yielded
to Bosnian Serbs control of a
checkpoint along the land link
between Serbs' holdings in east­
ern and western Bosnia. The
Serbs, meanwhile, were said to
have agreed to a constitutional
provision limiting secession from
the future Bosnian state.

Explaining the imposition of a
deadline, Burns said, "We just
feel that after 19 days the parties
have had a lot of time to debate
these issues."
COMMENTARY

STANFORD, you're probably at the front of the line when compared to the other downtown streets or sidewalks...
Federal agencies to reopen soon?

By David Siebers

WASHINGTON — With the government on the verge of a second week of partial shutdown, the Clinton administration and congressional Republicans moved closer to settling their budget standoff Sunday and reopening major federal agencies.

After a day of offers and counteroffers, Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole, R-Kan., told reporters he was very close. He held up a thumb and a forefinger about an inch apart but did not describe a done deal.

"We're very hopeful," he said on the Senate floor.

White House Chief of Staff Leon Panetta was traveling to the Capitol for an evening meeting with lawmakers from both parties over an emergency spending measure that would reopen the government for several weeks while the White House and Congress negotiated over how to balance the budget.

Panetta said he would set up a way to find a way and reach out to one another. As such, he said as the Senate opened its first Sunday session in five years and only the 16th since the founding of the republic.

Meanwhile, Clinton signed two appropriations bills, one for the Treasury Department and Postal Service. About 143,000 employees of those agencies, including the Internal Revenue Service and Customs Service, will be able to return to work Monday even if no deal is sealed on the short-term measure.

As a price for the temporary spending bill, GOP leaders have demanded that Clinton commit in advance to eliminate annual deficits by 2002, as measured by the Office of Management and Budget.

Late Saturday, GOP leaders offered a compromise calling for a three-year balanced budget plan, GOP officials have said Congress was "on the verge of literally making history and we're going to do it," Gingrich said on ABC's "This Week with David Brinkley." A top Obama administration official said Gingrich and other Republicans directly and indirectly are threatening to hold up a temporary spending bill that would enable the government to operate through Dec. 22. One would make the spending bill, reserving a travel CD-ROM.

The negotiations between Panetta and lawmakers, in Dole's office, occurred amid increasing signs of restiveness among federal employees and the public. Forty percent of the federal work force — nearly 600,000 employees — have been furloughed since Nov. 13.

National parks, including the Grand Canyon, have gone nearly deserted, but the threat of a shutdown has been short-lived. Thus far, the ability to follow our first hand Management Training Program where growth and financial research notes quickly.

- BSBA Degree required
- Retail/sales experience a plus
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3-D technology to hit personal computers

By Galen Oliver

LAS VEGAS — PC users, hang on to your eyeballs. The wild three-dimensional graphic display systems and costly workstations are coming to the personal computer.

Only a handful of companies will have created a display that can carry a basic personal computer a year from now.

"This is really the frontier — it's the beginning of this new generation of systems that's going to totally revolutionize the way we think about the way we think about computers," said Jon Peddie, president of Jon Peddie Research, a market research firm in Tiburon, Calif.

The technology is one of the hottest topics at Comdex, the computer industry's biggest U.S. trade show. Several companies unveiled new 3-D accelerated, graphic display boards with special chips that allow PCs to display these systems and with an illusion of depth.

Entertainment is driving the rush. But many industry experts argue that the newest personal computer systems offer 3-D graphics — better than the standard television set — at a price for the newest personal computers. "It's a lot of fun," he said after trying out an auto-racing game at the Creative Labs Inc. booth.

Comdex attendees certainly got a(fer, mostly in the form of games as well as games with puppets and perhaps they were happily glued to personal computers playing 3-D games at a slew of exhibits booths.

"What you're seeing is better than what you see on most game systems," said Todd Redick, marketing director for Mutual America, a Phoenix company that makes plans for personal computers. "It's a lot of fun," he said after trying out an auto-racing game at the Creative Labs Inc. booth.

Creative Labs, based in Milpitas, unveiled its new 3-D Blaster accelerator while Brooktree Corp. of San Diego introduced its new 3-D accelerator, MediaStream 3-D chipset. It can work either alone or with 2-oz., $179 glasses by StereoGraphics Inc. of San Rafael, Calif., that add a stereoscopic effect, much like a Viewmaster.

Meanwhile, other chip and multimedia companies — including number Nine Visual Tech-nology Corp., IBM Interactive, S3 Inc. — are expected to have new products on the market early next year.

"Granted, 3-D doesn't have its big impact until next year. But it starts up down the path in which the PC becomes a really powerful game machine and keeps on taking on the personal computers and Sega have had," said Tim Bajarin, president of Creative Strategies Research International in San Francisco.

The boards — ranging from $250 to nearly $500 — are coming bundled with software by such video-game companies as Donkey, a arcade-like video game. Sega of America is producing games to go with Nvidia Corp.'s multimedia chip used in Diamond's boards.

But games are just the first step. 3-D will also enliven a wide range of consumer multimedia programs, giving useful all-new views of plumbing, home-repair software or a virtual "walk through a foreign city on a travel CD-ROM.

"There's a wide range of applications out there," said Craig Rappaport, StereoGraphics' product marketing manager. "People now think they'll have all they need for 3-D by next year, but that will change, he predicted.

"When you bring a product down ... in price, people who might have considered it maybe 10 or 15 years ago have a chance to buy it for $250, said Rappaport.

"It's just the beginning of what's out there, " he said.
SOCCER: UCLA went on the offensive attack during the first half

The Mustangs entered the game with an all-out attack that attempted to put pressure on the offensive juggernaut of the Bruins, who have scored 61 goals this season. But it was UCLA that went on the offensive attack and managed to overpower the Mustangs. Cal Poly's defense was ready for the challenge, despite a barrage of UCLA shots. Goalkeeper Connell came up big for the Mustangs, fighting off 11 shots and gathering four saves in the first half alone.

The Cal Poly defense avoided a disaster early when midway through the first half the Bruins had a flurry of chances during a three-minute stretch that netted no goals. In the 35th minute, Connell came up big again with a spectacular save off a header by Bruins midfielder Justin Selander. Cal Poly was given a few offensive chances, but wasn't able to convert on any of them.

The Mustangs were lucky to escape the first half with a scoreless tie. Because UCLA controlled the ball much of the half. "We were lucky it was (scoreless) at halftime," Gartner said. "The way soccer is, it could easily have been 1-0 or 2-0." Cal Poly substitute Justin Pearce broke the tie early in the second half with a goal at the 45-minute mark. Cal Poly substitute Justin Pearce broke the tie early in the second half with a goal at the 45-minute mark.

Pearce described his first goal of the season, which gave the Mustangs an early lead to the delight of the Cal Poly faithful, who traveled to the game.

"The defender got a few steps behind the ball, I cut it, and put my butt in the way of the defender's progress," Pearce said. "Then it was one-on-one with the goalie and I went for it. If I hesitated any longer (the goalie) would have blocked it."

For a while the goal was one of the biggest goals of Pearce's life, but that rapidly changed when UCLA tied the score and took the lead. "For about 20 minutes it was the biggest goal of my life — it means nothing now," Pearce said.

Cal Poly wasn't intimidated by UCLA in the early going. "Nobody went out there scared," he said. "UCLA puts their left shoe on their left foot, and their right shoe on their right foot just like us." The Bruins continued to battle back — and in the 54th minute UCLA forward Ante Razov broke across the middle and fed the ball to Selander on the left side of the field. Selander scored his first goal of the season, under an outstretched Connell. This goal tied the score at 1-1.

At the 85-minute mark, UCLA pulled ahead when forward Tom Politi fed a centering pass to Razov, who found the back of Cal Poly's net.

The Bruins controlled the second half, like they did the first, with 10 shots.

Connell recorded six saves for the Mustangs and said the game was one of his better ones.

"I happened to have a really good game for me, but that doesn't mean anything without a win," Connell said. "UCLA played great up front and had great depth on the bench — hats off to them for that."

On both UCLA goals, Connell felt he had a shot at stopping them. "Both goals slipped through my hands," he said. "A couple more inches and we're back 1-1."

Cal Poly was without defender Jonathan Bedrosian, who was forced to sit out one game after receiving his fifth yellow card of the season against Santa Clara.

The Mustangs were also without midfielder Scott Holmes, who was sitting out his second straight game, after he also received his fifth yellow card and a red card against University of California, Irvine.

Soji Sato played in place of Holmes and Wade Stark filled the gap left by Bedrosian.

Gartner was pleased with the play of both players in the game, but said he missed the strength of Bedrosian and Holmes. The Mustangs will only lose one starter next season, defender Jeremy Oetman. Connell thinks the future will be a great opportunity for the Mustangs.

"We're a really tight group, and we're going to carry that into the next two years," Connell said.

Gartner said if Cal Poly plays UCLA next season, there could be a different result.

"We intend to be back and maybe have them on our field," Gartner said. "Then it will be a different story."
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Cal Poly gives UCLA a scare but loses 2-1

By Greg Manifold
Daily Sun Staff

The Cal Poly men’s soccer team almost pulled off an upset Sunday against the UCLA Bruins. But it was not to be for the Mustangs, who fell to the Bruins 3-1 at UCLA’s North Field.

The Bruins (18-2-1) are the No. 2 team in the nation and advanced to the second round of the playoffs to face Santa Clara. They are trying for their fourth NCAA Championship. For the Mustangs (11-6-1), the loss capped a season which saw the Mustangs reach the NCAA playoffs in only their second season at the Division I level.

The Mustangs got a 1-0 lead on the Bruins, but faltered down the stretch.

Cal Poly Head Coach Wolfgang Gartner felt UCLA outplayed the Mustangs. The Bruins outshot the Mustangs 31 to 9.

“We wanted to show them that they needed to respect us,” Patterson said.

Stott orchestrated the comeback, throwing two touchdowns in the fourth quarter. That’s right — Cal Poly’s all-time senior quarterback Mike Fisher stood on the sideline, signaling in the offensive plays. Fisher and Stott decided to share time in their last game, and Stott received the call to master a comeback.

With Cal Poly behind 12 points at the start of the fourth quarter, Stott led Cal Poly on a 75-yard touchdown drive in only three plays.

Senior wide receiver Hitoshi Oso capped off the drive with a 42-yard touchdown catch.

“That’s a situation (comeback) that none of us expected,” he said.

Ben Larson plays like a four-year veteran for Poly

By Mark Armstrong
DAILY SUN STAFF

The opening music blared over the loudspeakers and the crowd went nuts as the new and improved Cal Poly men’s basketball team took the floor.

Out came the squad of almost entirely new faces, including 6-foot, 150-pound freshman Ben Larson.

Any doubts the crowd had of his ability vanished as he swiped balls from opponents’ hands and sunk three-pointers again and again.

The point guard leads the Poly basketball, and isn’t letting any apprehension show.

“I was a little bit nervous,” Larson admitted after his first collegiate game against club team Race Express. “But I was more excited just to get out there and start playing.”

Respect hasn’t been hard to come by for Larson.

“We’re all kind of new,” he said of the young team. “Everybody respects each other.”

Surprisingly, Cal Poly was the

SPORTS

Cal Poly shows off new style enroute to 134-93 victory

Five Cal Poly players score in double digits; Mustangs shoot 43 percent beyond the arch

By Franci Candiani
SUN SPORTS

The first three minutes of the exhibition game debuting the men’s basketball team defined the new Cal Poly.

Colin Bryant lined up beyond the 3-point arc — swish.

Shanta Cortright weaved through the defense for the bucket — and one.

Ben Larson anticipated the pass for the steal and found Cortright for the easy jumper.

Is this the same Cal Poly team?

Larson raced back down court and forced another turnover. This time he found David Sternlight open under the basket. In the act of shooting, Sternlight drew the foul — count ’em.

Then Damien Levesque cashed in with a spin move for the easy layup. Cal Poly pumped out a 14-point lead en route to a 134-93 win over 1,020 fans, holding 3-point signs in the air and reaching for Cal Poly T-shirts thrown into the crowd, got a glimpse of what’s to come.

If Head Coach Jeff Schneider wanted to know what to expect in the game against Race Express Saturday night, his players acted it out perfectly.

“It was a great game for us,” Schneider said. “We needed that type of game for our players’ confidence and it was good for the students and the fans.

But Schneider said the team still has its work cut out. One aspect of the game that prevented Cal Poly from breaking 150 points was 26 fouls.

“We have a long way to go,” Schneider said. “Once they stop fouling at the other end of court, that’s when you start to get good.”

Levesque fouled out after only 11 minutes of playing. Sternlight, Bryant and Cortright each had four fouls.

Freshman Steve Fleming stepped in and scored 16 points and pulled down five rebounds, picking up the slack that Levesque left with his absence.

The highly touted freshman quintet — Larson, Fleming, By-Moon Sanders and Quincy Turner — combined for 61 points and 19 rebounds. Even 6-foot Larson pulled down five boards battling against guys nine inches taller than him.

Not too shabby for some freshmen.

In fact, the freshmen scored almost half of Cal Poly’s point total.

Bryant and Cortright — both junior guards — provided the other bulk.

See BASKETBALL page 7
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Cal Poly gets its revenge

Sweet revenge. Billy Hickey, 6-foot 1-inch, six-footers. "I was a little bit nervous," Larson admitted after his first collegiate game against club team Race Express. "But I was more excited just to get out there and start playing."